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hobby is a regular activity that is done for pleasure, typically, during
one's leisure time, and generally speaking, a person who engages in an
activity solely for fun is called an amateur.’ This is my sentiment towards
Amateur Radio, but alas, the narrow band saga for 2M is presenting a
completely different picture, with its attendant human weaknesses and or
bullying tactics. The attitude of mudslinging, self gratification, arrogance,
single-mindedness, selfishness and threatened court action, leaves a
rather bitter taste to say the least and reeks of impending disaster! Is this
the true attitude of so called ‘Amateurs’?
I have still to hear a plausible reason and or argument for the introduction
of narrow band in our diminishing amateur community. Like most things in
our evolving society, I’m sure this will happen in time and all will accept
the change, but to force it with our present demographics does not make
sense at all. I hope reason will prevail and that this issue will be resolved
amicably to the benefit of all. Let it be known that the CTARC is not in
favour of the proposed 2M narrow band venture. I mentioned
demographics earlier, well, the average age in our club is in the sixties,
and there seems to be a fair amount of wisdom there. However,
remember that in our younger years we were hotheads too and let caution
to the wind, to our regret sometimes! An adage we were always reminded
of is, ‘Think before you leap’!
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Now on to something else, thanks to OM Mike, ZS1FP for the DVD we
viewed at the last Club meeting. The war in the Atlantic during World War
2 was a battle indeed and sobering to say the least. The offensive and
defensive measures were a marvel of ingenuity, but it is sad to realise that
the great technical advances achieved, caused so much loss of life.
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Our next meeting will be on Saturday, 26 October at 14:00 and then the
last meeting of the year will be our closing social on Saturday, 30
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In closing, just something more from memory lane! In the mid fifties I was
working in Johannesburg and was assigned to assist for a week in our
Pretoria office. Two things of significance, my boss took me through in his
‘Humber Super Snipe’ and this was the first time in my life that I was in a
vehicle travelling at over 100 miles per hour, what an experience. The
second was that I stayed with the boss in Pretoria who turned out to be a
radio amateur, what a surprise. I can’t remember his call sign, but his
surname was ‘Seymour’ and operated CW. What really impressed me
was that he had an unconnected fluorescent tube lying across his
transmitter and this glowed when he keyed the rig. Being quite naive and
uninformed, this was so impressive.
Till next time, ‘From this old shack to Yours’.
Take Care, 73 to all,
de ZS1FW Noel.
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SECRETARY'S REPORT

Secretary
Deon Erwin ZS1ZL

No Secretary's report received this month by
the publication deadline .
N.B.

“The annual
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fees are now
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Chairman:
Noel Futter– ZS1FW can be reached on
021-715-2024 or 084-5281805
Or

Club Secretary:
Deon Erwin - ZS1ZL can be reached on
021 553 2773 or 078 833 7477

and email: zs1ct@qsl.net
Club website = www.qsl.net/zs1ct
Postal address:
PO Box 2541 Clareinch 7740
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Upcoming Events and News!
Dates to Diarise
16 and 17 November: SARL Field Day TBC

ROB BAREHAM
ZS1SA

30 November: End of Year Function

Remember!

Normally we would have our monthly
meeting on 23 November, however,
the End of Year function will take the
place of the monthly meeting, on
30th November.

End of Year
Function,
Saturday 30
November

Two Metre Narrow Banding Proposal

CTARC Club
House
14:00

You have probably heard the controversy about the proposal to change
our existing two meter repeaters from their current wide band to narrow
band operation. The purpose of narrow banding is to slot extra repeater
channels in between our existing repeaters, thereby theoretically doubling
the amount of repeater channels.
For the majority of our members that will require adjustment or modification
of all of your existing wide band two metre radios to be fully compatible with
the narrow banding of the repeaters.
Your committee knows that it will not be feasible to modify many of our
members’ older receivers and many members will not have the equipment
nor the technical ability to make these changes to their currently well
functioning radios. There is also a financial implication which may not suit
some of our members.
Furthermore, considering the diminishing amateur population in the area,
and the extremely light repeater usage in Cape Town combined with the
lack of any tangible benefit to our members, CTARC and the other major
clubs in the area have all made it known to the Western Cape Repeater
Working Group that we are not in favour of modifying the Cape Town area
repeaters to narrow band at this time.
See next page for an “Open Letter To The Rally Group” re this important
issue….→
ZS1SA

At the

Bring ‘n Braai
The Club will
provide the
fire, and
refreshments
will be on
sale.
Bring your
meat, salads,
rolls...and the
family, don’t
miss it!
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Open Letter To The Rally Group re: The Narrow Banding
Proposal...from Tom ZS1TA
Hi Hugh,
Thank you for advising of the meeting.
With regard to the narrow band proposal I am TOTALLY AGAINST its intended
implementation.
This decision is taken with due regard to the operation and dynamics of an analogue
frequency modulated communication system. Reducing the deviation of an FM
signal results in a process of diminishing returns. As the deviation is reduced so is
the modulation index and this ultimately reduces the effectiveness of the
communication system.
The present 25khz channel spacing with a signal deviation of 5khz works well as it
still has a substantial modulation index of 1.667, ( modulation index = max deviation/
max modulation frequency).
With a switch to narrow band with 2.5khz deviation the modulation index drops to
0.8.

“Narrowband
FM works fine
in strong
signal, full
quieting areas,
but when you
get in the
fringe,
narrowband
FM degrades
rapidly. “

This 6 dB reduction in deviation results in a 6 dB decrease in signal to noise and a
loss of up to 30% of repeater coverage.
A 50 watt radio will perform like an old 10 watt radio!
Of course Narrowband FM works fine in strong signal, full quieting areas, but when
you get in the fringe, narrowband FM degrades rapidly. It takes at least a 3 dB (or
more likely 6 dB) increase in transmitter power to make up the difference!
Whist working on the motor rallies, cycling races and other similar events we are
invariably operating in outlying areas and even the fringe areas. Stationary stations
such as stage ends could erect portable masts and gain antennas to make up for
the loss of coverage, we already do so, but those who put their radios temporarily
into various official vehicles would be severely compromised. These would include
event officials, co-ordinators and spectator/press vehicles.
The repeater network was established to enable effective mobile communications,
reducing its effectiveness will be detrimental to this intention.
I have the greatest regard for the IARU delegates and their deliberations but would
emphasize that their band plan is only a recommendation that may be fine in a high
density area such as Europe but not for our lower density amateur population with
greater distances.
Narrowband implementation has been rejected by the amateur fraternity in certain
European countries.
It's simply different horses for different courses.
The FCC in America tells commercial users to expect a loss of coverage in their
FAQ section of the web site.
PLEASE LETS NOT DOWNGRADE TO NARROW BAND.
73's de Tom.
ZS1TA
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Smiths Charts… by Shaun Overmeyer ZS1RA
So last month we discussed what all the different lines on the Smith Chart meant, now
we are going to start some plotting.
Remember I said that there was only one very simple equation to remember. To refresh your
memory let’s have a look at it again.

Impedance = Z
Real Part = R
Imaginary Part = jX

SHAUN OVERMEYER
ZS1RA

Z = R + jX

The radios that we work with most always have a standard output impedance of 50 Ohms it is the
impedance of the antenna or put another way the load that varies and for these examples we are
going to assume that the coax you using is 50 Ohm
So we will then say that:

Zin (Transmitter) = 50 Ohms
Zo (Coax) = 50 Ohms
ZLoad = ?

Continued Overleaf…….
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Smith Chart

Cont:….

ZLoad. There are four steps to follow:
Normalise (this simply means divide ZLoad by Zo)
We find the Normalised Resistive (Real) part R’ on the chart.
Then we find the Normalised Reactive (Imaginary) part X’ on the chart.

Now that you have that let’s start by plotting

We then plot a point where they meet.
Note the ‘ on the R and the X that indicates that it has been normalised

1

Example 1
Let’s start with a resonant antenna so

ZL = (50+j50) Ohms

ZL’= ZL / Zo
ZL’= (50 + j50) / 50
ZL’=(1 + j1)
R’ =1 and X’ =j1

Okay now that all the math is out the way let’s start plotting this.

Example 2

2

ZL = (300-j25) Ohms
ZL’= ZL / Zo
ZL’= (300-j25)/50
ZL’=(6-j0.5)
R’ =6 and X’ = -j0.5
Let’s plot it again.

Z

Z

Now you know how to plot Load ( L). Next month we’ll look at a few more plots. For a high res copy of the Smith
Chart go to our website www.ctarc.org.za and click on the downloads link.
73 until next month

Shaun ZS1RA
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Len Wells Ham Spirit Trophy
Nominations please………..
The Len Wells Ham Spirit Trophy is awarded for being
special and making a difference to our hobby in a
positive way.” or…….” The trophy goes to a radio amateur
who is least expecting it, because others recognise his
or her radiating ham spirit. !!”
So a reminder please to Club members to forward
nominations and a short motivational CV, to: Dennis,
zs1au@telkomsa.net
Closing date
1 November 2013 .
Dennis Wells, Custodian of the
LWHS Trophy

Last year’s proud recipient
ZS1SA, Rob Bareham, seen here in his Ham
Shack with the Ham Spirit Trophy….

DXING IN ZS… by ZS1AU
DXING IN ZS. ………………….
We must not lose sight of how we got here. The early pioneers, Marconi in particular was not satisfied with communications
over a short distance, he wanted to stretch across the Atlantic. In our own country we had pioneers of which my father was one,
and being fortunate to be living next to a Mr Streeter in Observatory Cape Town. This is probably why I am into amateur radio
because of Mr Streeter.
I was reading a radio magazine on dx and the person described of how he looked at his superstation and his tower with stacked
array. He then took a seat in his shack and went back in time to the days when his rig was mounted on what was called a bread
board & his shack was in the attic. His antenna was a center fed wire and he closed his eyes and took a deep breath. He had
come along 90 years of enjoying amateur radio and here he was still at it, and chasing dx. This is what we should remember in
our hobby. The ground roots of it all and we must appreciate the ground work of the pioneers. This is why I personally have such
a deep feeling for our hobby, this is the feeling we should all cherish and strive to improve by working together for the future of
amateur radio, our youth.
There are so many facets to our hobby, but, dxing was the start of it all and it gives us the rare opportunity to make a new friend
every day for the rest of our life. There have been so many well known world figures in our hobby and all of them are united in
a great fellowship, that no other hobby can boast.
de
DENNIS WELLS ZS1AU
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CONTEST CORNER
CONTEST CORNER
#29

DIRK LOTZ
ZS1X

By Dirk Lotz, ZS1X

Upcoming Local Events in November – Also see the SARL web: http://www.sarl.org.za/
public/contests/contestrules.asp
RADAR Contest – 2nd
PEARS HF Contest – 10th
Upcoming International Events in November – See this link for more detail http://
www.hornucopia.com/contestcal/index.html Only some of the bigger contests have
been mentioned below.
Ukrainian DX Contest – 2nd & 3rd
DARC 10-Meter Digital Contest – 3rd
WAE DX Contest, RTTY – 9th & 10th

“Upcoming
International

10-10 Int. Fall Contest, Digital – 9th & 10th

Events in

YO International PSK31 Contest – 15th

September /

LZ DX Contest – 16th & 17th

October.”

CQ Worldwide DX Contest, CW – 23rd & 24th

THIS MONTH’S DX TIP – DX Code of Conduct - Rule #12
I will be thankful if and when I do make a contact
There should certainly be a pride of accomplishment when you get a QSO with a guy in a faraway entity. But before you start basking in the glow of accomplishment, think about the help
you received from your partners, perhaps Mr. Icom, Mr. Alpha, and Mr. Force 12. If your ego
still feels a need to take ALL the credit, try again. But this time turn off your amplifier and connect your rig barefoot to a dipole. If you get through the pile up this time, then YOU, as the
operator, can take more of the credit.
You should also acknowledge that you would not have had the contact without the skill of the
operator at the other end who undoubtedly made sacrifices to be there for you. So be thankful
for all this help you received.
73’s & Good DX!
de
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Surface Mount Soldering Procedure...

Dirk ZS1X

DIRK LOTZ
ZS1X

Article submitted by
DIRK LOTZ
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SWOP SHOP
Hy-Gain TH6DXX for sale by CTARC
Good condition. This large tri-band Yagi is just too large for the club’s tubular
mast.
A bargain at R2, 000.
Contact the CTARC.

By email: zs1ct@qsl.net

Wanted: HF mobile antenna system.
Please contact Fred ZR1AEU in St. Helena Bay on 071 897 9502 or
email fredkarlinski@hotmail.com
SS-64
Microminiature CTCSS Encoder
Specifications:
Powered by 5-28 VDC, unregulated @ 6.3 ma.
Low impedance (15K ohms), low distortion adjustable sinewave output, 0 to 2V.
Frequency accuracy +/- .025 Hz maximum over -30°
C to +65° C temperature range.
Start-up time less than 10 ms.
Squelch tail elimination of 175 ms reverse phase
burst followed by 175 ms of no tone.
Totally immune to RF
Features:
Compatible with all sub-audible CTCSS systems.
Size: 1.6x2.7x0.5cm suitable for most handhelds.
64 tones from 33.0 Hz to 254.1 Hz, crystal controlled
Mini 6 position Dip Switch to select desired tones.
Multiple tone switching can be easily handled by using diodes
and a single pole switch.
Built in Reverse Burst option with Transmit Time-Out Timer.
Immediate 1 day delivery.
SS-64 Instructions | Application information
Price: R 392.00
Klaus ZS1QO
Cell: 0836266964
Zs1qo@global.co.za

FOR SALE
TOROIDS, BALUNS & UNUNS
Custom built BALUNS & UNUNS - 1:1, 4:1 & 9:1
Also DIY Kits available
Other Components: NE602, K12 Keyer Chips, 10.7Mhz
& 455Khz
Variable Inductors, Various Toroidal Cores
Contact Dirk - ZS1X
Cell: 084 552 8573
email: zs1x@iburst.co.za

For Sale:

Kenwood TR-9130 All mode 2 metre rig. Comes with matching Kenwood BO-9 mains power supply
and matching Kenwood SP-120 speaker. Rig has been donated to the club so condition unknown. Speak with any
committee member if interested. R750. ONCO.

Contact the CTARC.

Gentlemen and Ladies too, please let the Editor, (Anne) know if your goods are sold or you want to add or
remove items. Please send requests to Anne at zs1ct@ctarc.org.za before the 10th of the month preceding the Newsletter.
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ANNOUNCEMENTS
BIRTHDAY WISHES
To all our club members who celebrate their birthdays in the coming month,
may your special day herald a fantastic year ahead and bring you all that you
would wish for yourself and lots of good signal reports.

NOVEMBER BIRTHDAYS
10-Nov

ZS1GOM

John Green

14-Nov

ZS1DB

Dudley Burrows

18-Nov

ZS1VW

Harold Lange

26-Nov

ZS1LBN

Ted Sweetnam

28-Nov

ZS1VK

Russell Mycroft

HAPPY BIRTHDAY TO
YOU ALL !

Delivering solutions

WSP Group is a broadly based engineering consultancy providing
design and management services to the property, land and construction sectors. Our skills cover the whole field of the built environment worldwide, specialising in electrical, electronic, mechanical and refrigeration engineering services, as well as comprehensive environmental consulting, in South Africa.
For more information on WSP contact: Peter Hodgkinson or Alan
Keen
Tel: ++27 (0) 21 481 8700
or our
Website: http://
www.wspgroup.co.za

←
WSP KINDLY ASSISTS CTARC BY
SUPPLYING HARD COPIES OF THIS
NEWSLETTER TO THOSE WHO DO
NOT HAVE INTERNET CAPABILITIES.
Thank you WSP

Disclaimer.
Note: The Editor nor any club member shall not be held liable for errors and/or omissions in any article and/or drawing contained in
this
newsletter. Furthermore, any view expressed is not necessarily that of the Editor, any committee member or other members of the
Club.
If copyright is infringed, it is not intentional but, is published as a free service to Amateur Radio operators and friends and is not for
profit or gain.

